IFS Recognized Consultant
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How to increase visibility and recognition as
consultant for IFS? The new IFS Consultant
Program supports you in your daily work by
official IFS recognition, website listing and
specially for Consultants prepared material.”
Nevin Rühle
IFS Director Market Development

IFS Recognized Consultant
What is IFS?
IFS – International Featured Standards – IFS – International Featured
Standards – are uniform standards that work to control product safety and
quality. More than 20.000 companies worldwide have already successfully
implemented the requirements of the safety and quality standards. This
means that all these companies were audited with a checklist that covers
product and process safety, quality aspects, legal requirements, and customer
specifications. This allows IFS certified companies to prove, that they –
beyond legal requirements – can produce a safe and conforming product
in accordance with the specifications agreed with their customer(s).
> In order to support companies on their way to successful implementation,
IFS launched a pilot consultants program in 2014, which gives consultants
in the Americas the possibility to be trained on IFS related topics and
allows them to be easily found on the IFS website. Given the positive
impact on consultants and industry the program has been extended
globally.

Since 2014 in the Americas and soon around the world, Consultants
can benefit from the IFS Recognized Consultant Program. IFS Recognized
Consultants are those consultants who have proven their knowledge of
IFS and are expanding it regularly.
With the program, IFS offers consultants the opportunity to prove their
expertise to interested customers as well as being easier to find by
potential customers on the IFS website. Additionally, IFS Recognized
Consultants get access to all relevant IFS information, additional assistance, and further trainings that support their work.
Also, with the IFS App in the Pro and Cloud versions, IFS Recognized
Consultants can carry out structured audits at their customers and easily
share the results and corrective actions by means of a few “clicks”.
Are you already working as a consultant and would like to participate in
the program? Learn more on the following pages about the advantages,
requirements, and contact persons.
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Why should I become an
IFS Recognized Consultant?

5
As an IFS Recognized Consultant you will receive the IFS App –
IFS Audit Manager in the Pro and Cloud version. These versions
allow you to carry out structured and paperless internal audits
at your customers and to share the results with your customers.
With the integrated audit planner, the checklist, and the
possibility to create action plans directly, you can support your
customer anytime and anywhere and make implementation as
simple as possible for them.

1
Get all first-hand news, standard updates,
and information regarding the IFS. Do not
wait until your customer contacts you with
questions. Instead, you will proactively
approach your customers with this information and thereby gain a considerable
competitive advantage.

2
Convince by quality! Through the IFS Consultant
Program you can transparently show your
customer that you have been specifically trained
on the IFS and its requirements. We will provide
you with a corresponding logo for advertising
purposes. Through an integrated QR code on your
logo, your customers can quickly have a look at
your qualification.
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4
Continuous improvement should not only be
the goal for IFS certified companies but also be
aimed for by IFS consultants. Regular updates
and so-called “refresher courses” will always
keep you up-to-date.

3
Customer acquisition is time-intensive and
complex. By being listing on the IFS website, you
can be found without any further costs and effort
by companies that need support for the implementation of IFS requirements. The evaluation
option allows your customers to evaluate your
work directly on the website and thereby, serve as
a positive reference.
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What are the requirements for
IFS Recognized Consultants?

The IFS Recognized Consultant
Package – Which tools can I use?

You have:

App

> An education and professional experience in the relevant field. This prerequisite is
considered to be fulfilled, if:

The IFS Audit Manager helps you carry out audits at the customer. With the help of
the audit planner you can easily plan audits for and with the customer with the app.
Define individual and for your customers tailor-made audit parts to which you can
invite the respective responsible persons. Simply create an explanatory text, define
the period and the responsible persons, and send the information to the persons
concerned. This way, you can plan a complete audit with your customer, providing
structured help for the implementation of IFS requirements.

• you have an university degree related to the IFS standards and at least 2 years of
professional experience in the manufacturing industry (the experiences should be
directly related to production: quality management, production or product development)
• you have an university degree that is not related to the IFS standards, but at least
5 years of professional experience in the manufacturing industry (the experiences should be directly related to production: quality management, production or
product development)
• you have a vocational training related to the IFS standards and at least 5 years of
professional experience in the manufacturing industry (the experiences should
be directly related to production: quality management, production or product
development)
> At least 100 days of professional experience as a consultant
> At least THREE references from previous customers, which prove that you were a
consultant for them. These references must be provided together with the contact
details of the respective contact person.
> Regarding the standard you want to be recognized for, you must have completed a
qualifying training in food hygiene (including HACCP) and/or a course concerning
risk management
> Knowledge of regional legislation
> Language skills according to the respective company language
> Specific and practical expertise in relevant standards and scopes

Then you only need:
> To agree on our program conditions
> Payment of consultant fees
> For NON-IFS-AUDITORS: the participation in the IFS online-consultant course and
a standard module and the passing of the subsequent online test
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In the digital checklist, you can record your observations not only textually but also
by means of pictures and, if desired or necessary, assign a measure to each request.
This information can be exported by just one-click as a pdf, an excel sheet, or an
auditXpressX-file and sent to your customer for process optimization.
Additionally, the Cloud version available to you as an IFS Consultant allows you to
access your data via any mobile device. You can capture the audit conveniently on
your smartphone and edit it on your tablet, no matter where you are.
For more information about the app and its benefits for you, please have a look at
the app brochure.

Portal
IFS Recognized Consultants have special access to the IFS portal. You can manage
your data independently and keep an overview of your customer rating. In the
login-area, IFS also provides you with many documents relevant for your work and
informs you about all changes and news directly. Never miss any important information again!

Website
On our website, you and your potential customers will learn all about the IFS
Consultant Program. Through the publicly accessible list of the recognized consultants and the publication of your qualifications, you can be contacted by interested
parties via the IFS website.

Academy
In order to inform you about IFS everywhere, first hand, and to develop your professional skills, IFS offers you both face-to-face and online courses. All IFS courses
you participated in will be listed on the website and show your clients that you are
continuously improving your IFS skills. Show your customers that you are always
up-to-date and benefit from the high-quality courses of the IFS.
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The way to become an IFS Recognized Consultant
You are not an IFS auditor
Do you fulfill the prerequisites and would like to be part of the global IFS network? Then
you can benefit from the advantages of the IFS Consultant Program with a few steps:

1

Register an IFS Recognized
Consultant on the IFS
website.

2

For verification of your
e-mail address, please
confirm the link in the
e-mail sent to you.

4

5

After you have successfully
registered, you can do the IFS
e-Learning course for qualification as an IFS Recognized
Consultant. This includes a
general part about IFS and a
standard-specific module of
your choice. Please note that
you need to cover at least one
standard specific module.

After completion of the course,
you have one week to complete
the online exam. For this, you
have two attempts.

Dear Mr/Ms Test Person,
thank you for your payment of the registration fee for the consultants list.
You can download your invoice here:
https://ifs-cms-test2.ifs-certification.com/payment/download-invoice?id=5E753EA0-EB1C4720-9171-F37AA1C52722
Transaction ID: ************************
Please note that the final activation was not done yet. Before you get a full access to the IFS
Consultant portal and a listing on the IFS website you have to pass the IFS Consultant course on
our online platform.
Please follow the link to participate at the course.
The IFS Team

3
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The step after confirmation of the e-mail address
is the payment of the
approval fee (including the
starter package and the
first annual fee). Please
note that this is only
possible with a credit card.

6

Once you have successfully
completed the course, your consultant access will be activated
within 7 working days, and you
will be listed on the IFS website.
Of course, we will inform you
immediately after activating your
account. In the Consultant Portal
you will be able to download the
IFS consultant logo and the link
to further IFS tools and then you
can start discovering the IFS App.

From now on, you can consult as an IFS Recognized Consultant.
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The way to become an IFS Recognized Consultant
You are already an IFS auditor

1

Register as IFS Consultant
on the IFS website and indicate that you are already
an IFS Auditor. Please note
that you are not allowed
to use the same e-mail
address as for your auditor
log-in.

2
Dear Mr/Ms Test Person,

After an automated check,
you will receive an e-mail
to the address you have
given as the consultant
with a confirmation link.

4
Mr. Test Person

After successful activation,
you receive a notification. In
the Consultant Portal you will
be able to download the IFS
consultant logo and the link to
further IFS tools and then you
can start discovering the
IFS App.

From now on, you can consult as an IFS Recognized Consultant.

thank you for your payment of the registration fee for the consultants list.
You can download your invoice here:
https://ifs-cms-test2.ifs-certification.com/payment/download-invoice?id=5E753EA0-EB1C4720-9171-F37AA1C52722
Transaction ID: ************************
Please note that the final activation was not done yet. Before you get a full access to the IFS
Consultant portal and a listing on the IFS website you have to pass the IFS Consultant course on
our online platform.

If you would like to be listed on the website for further standards, you can book
the corresponding module in our shop. After successful completion you will be
recognized on the IFS website as qualified for this standard.

Please follow the link to participate at the course.
The IFS Team

3
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Since you are already an
IFS auditor, there are no
additional registration
fees. Pay only your annual
consultant fee.

PLEASE NOTE: until the beginning of 2018, only IFS food training is possible. Further
standards will follow.
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How does the evaluation system work?

Every registered IFS Database user is allowed to evaluate consultants with a
star system of 1-5 stars which can influence the place of the respective Consultant on the list. To appear as high as possible on the list of consultants,
you should receive as many good reviews from your customers as possible.
These evaluations are anonymous, but visible to everyone and are intended
to simplify the decision for a consultant for interested IFS users.
Of course, you can also react publicly to the evaluations which allows you to
strengthen positive reviews or explain negative evaluations.
If you receive more than five evaluations which are better than 3 stars, you
receive a silver star in the list. With 20 positive reviews you will receive a gold
star.
Therefore, please ask your customers to rate you under the following:
https://www.ifs-certification.com/index.php/en/partners/consultants

Ms. Test Person
samplemail@sample.com
123-456789

Test Person, Test Company
12345 Samplecity
Samplestreet 12
Country
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What are the costs for me?

What do you get for how much?
The annual fee for the IFS Consultants Program is 300 Euro.
This price includes:
> The IFS App in the Pro and Cloud versions
> Listing on the IFS website, which allows you to be easily found by potential
customers
> The possibility to convince new customers through the IFS-specific
qualification
> Simplified access to all published IFS materials
> Exclusive access to further information, materials, standards, and updates,
that make it even easier for you to train your customers about IFS and keep
them informed about news
The registration fee for each additional qualifying standard module is
150 Euro. If you are already an auditor for several standards, all of these
standards are recognized for you as a consultant. An additional module
is not necessary. This price includes:
> Exclusive online training, developed and regularly updated by the
IFS Academy and the responsible standard managers
> Listing on the website as being qualified for the respective standard
> Certificate of participation as proof of qualification for third parties
Starter package of 450 Euro for Non-IFS-auditors. This price includes:
> Registration on the IFS Portal
> Intensive online course that introduces the principles of the IFS (assessment
systems, process orientation, and general terminology)
> Examination to be an “IFS Recognized Consultant” (Two attempts)
One qualifying standard module
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If you need further information please contact:
consultant@ifs-certification.com

www.ifs-certification.com

